The Elder Scrolls/BBFRPG Play Report #22
Dominion: Hour of the Wolf, Turdas 11th of Sun’s Height, 3E 433
Date: 032214, 4 hours.
Players:
Brian: Jo’Rak, Khajiit Moonpath Walker
Amanda: Filbyn, Wood Elf Scout/sneak
Tina: Riala, Breton Mage
Logan: Yngvar, Nord Warrior (former
Stormcloak Rebel)
Tony: Talan, Redguard Warrior/leader
George: Cocius Mantedius, Imperial
Legionnaire
Reid: Kalarus, Dunmer Illusionist and
Enchanter
On the second floor of the Black Tower the group gathered themselves for the final
assault. They questioned Kalarus of what it was they were supposed to do. He told
them something about finding the Sigil stone at the top of the column of fire which
ran through the center of the tower, from bottom to top. When they asked him what
to do when they found the sigil stone he was less forthcoming.
The group scouted the ramp to the next floor and found 4 dremora mages and
another Mythic Dawn priest waiting and ready for battle. They all had wards up
and spells at the ready.
The group poured on the hurt in waves before the mages and priest could really
bring anything to bare. They were burned, frozen, bashed and more. Some of
effects were illusion but that didn’t matter. As the battle raged, Yngvar handed
Talan his axe and then placed an arm against one wall of the tower and let out a
howl, more beastial than nord and his form rippled and his fingers lengthened into
massive claws. Yngbar let out his inner beast and the werewolf/yngvar killed the
remaining priest, broke down the door to the top of the tower and proceeded to
savage several powerful dremora warriors. Talan,Cocius and Riala joined the fray.
All too soon for the forces of oblivion it was over. Riala used a spell to move the
sigil stone out of the column of fire much to the protestations of several in the
group. Kalarus arrived and sat down in front of the sigil stone to examine it.

Yngvar reached forward and grabbed the stone. The group and their two horses
were instantly transported back to Nirn, where they saw the jill for a brief moment.
She told them the minutes had now been mended. [edit – there were two horses in
oblivion, one was left on the ground floor of the tower with the massive dragon
skull strapped to it’s back.
Yngvar, still quite the beast headed out to the forest. Jo’Rak followed and brought
him back to camp later in the evening.
Three days later the group arrived at the gates of Skingrad.

